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Abstract 

Technological   approaches   for   detecting    and monitoring low energy levels of driver weakness continue to emerge  and  

many  are  now  in   the  development, validation  testing,  or  early   implementation  stages. Previous   studies have reviewed 

available exhaustion detection and prediction   technologies and methodologies.  As the name indicates this project is about 

advanced technologies in vehicles for making it more intelligent and interactive for avoiding accidents on roads. By using PIC 

microcontroller this system becomes more efficient, reliable & effective. There are very less number of systems implemented on 

human behaviour detection in or with vehicles. In this paper, we describe a real-time online safety prototype that controls the 

vehicle speed under driver weakness. The purpose of such a model is to advance a system to detect tiredness symptoms in drivers 

and control the speed of vehicle to avoid accidents. The main components of the system consist of number of real time sensors 

like gas, alcohol, heartbeat and engine temperature sensor and impact sensors and a software interface with GPS and Google   

Maps APIs for location.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 An Overview of Existing System (vehicle Tracking System) 

When you think of work-related safety hazards, you probably think about what goes on inside the workplace. But one of the 

greatest threats to your safety is not in the workplace, but rather on his road. Someone is injured every 18 seconds. Over 2 

million of those injuries turn out to be disabling. A person dies in a crash on U.S.  Roads every 11 minutes.  In fact, motor 

vehicle accidents are the most common cause of death in the United States- more than cancer or heart attacks. When we think 

about the serious accident, it could change your life- and not for the better. As of now most of the research and implementation 

on with mechanical behavior of the car, its safety and passengers, but what if the driver misbehaviors what can be done?Each 

year, car enthusiasts salivate at   the prospect of seeing what bleeding-edge   designs automakers will unveil on the car show 

circuit. Those same enthusiasts are often disappointed when the amazing concepts still haven't made it to the auto dealer's 

showroom floor several years later. But before any new car model can ever go on sale to  the  public,  it  must  first  undergo  a  

battery of testing  to  make  sure  it'll  be  safe,  reliable   and reasonably  in   tune  with   the  demands   of the motoring public. 

The government demands some of this testing, while other major components of it are devised  by  the  car  companies  

themselves  in  an effort  to ensure  they meet specific standards  for performance,   fuel  economy,  comfort  and  other 

measures, but those which don’t are axed. 

 
Fig. 1.1 Causes of Road Accidents 
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By   observing   above   chart we are able   to conclude that there are three dominant causes road accident- Negligence, 

Overtaking, Use of alcohols is related to driver. The main reason for driving  drunk  is  that  the  police  are  not  able  to check 

each and every vehicle and even if they catch any one the police can be easily bribed. So there is a need for an effective system 

to check drunken drivers 

 Block Diagram (Vehicle Tracking System) 

 
Fig. 1.2: Vehicle Tracking Systems 

 Existing System and Its Drawback 

 
Fig. 1.3: Drawback of vehicle tracking system 

After  doing  the  observation  of  number   of accidents we cleared that frequency of  crashes is because  of  unsafe  drivers.   

Driving   under   the influence of alcohol or drugs, which is responsible for about one-third of all road accidents. Every year 

people are   injured or killed on the road because another    driver     was   driving    under the influence. They   understand that 

alcohol and   drugs impair   your-   Ability   to   determine    distances, Reaction time, Judgment and vision. None of this above 

detects Driver or   Passenger misbehaviour. 

 Vehicle Tracking System simulations Result (Existing system) 

 
Fig. 1.4: PIC Simulators IDE 
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II. PROPOSED SYSTEM (DEFENSIVE DRIVE SYSTEM) 

Intelligent   systems are in used with   every aspect of systems,   vehicles are the critical systems which are real time and lives are 

involved.  This System not only deals with component monitoring, does even more than   that like Passenger activity monitoring, 

Behavior analysis, System behavior, Notification & co-ordinate .Alcohol detection are the vital and of great importance from the 

perspective of passenger safety and traffic   safety.   Impact detection and notification is also one of the lifesaving and critical 

information provider system 

 
Fig. 2.1: Defensive drive system 

 Hardware Description 

The heart of system is MICROCONTROLLER which will access the data. In our project we will use PIC microcontroller. To 

measure temperature of car there will be a temperature sensor. To convert the output of sensor   i n t o    electrical   form we   

will u s e    signalconditioning (transducer).  As controller operates  only on digital data, so this analog data is to be converted 

into digital form by using ADC.  But ADC is inbuilt in PIC CONTROLLER. So the output of the signal conditioner circuit is 

directly connected to   PIC   controller.  

     The Heart Beat Sensor provides a simple way to study the heart's function. This sensor monitors the flow of blood through 

Finger. As the heart forces blood through the blood vessels in the Finger, the amount of blood in the Finger changes with time. 

The sensor shines a light lobe (small High Bright LED) through the ear and measures the light that is transmitted to LDR. 

  Similarly LPG Connected to PIC using signal conditioner circuit. The temperature meter indicates the temperature of engine 

body. It also indicates the overheating of the vehicle by announcing frequent beeps. 

The LPG gas leakage detector is used to detect the gas leakage and indicate it    with the   help of   buzzer to driver that 

there is gas leakage. If   the   driver is found to have alcohol in the breath, it warns and then turns the ignition off and 

hence possibility of accident is avoided. If   accident   happened   by   using   impact sensors we are able to found out on 

which side the impact occurred.  After    collecting   all   information which is stored in internal memory, µC send this data to 

base or   surveillance unit via SMS using GSM modem. 

All this data will store in EEPROM & display on LCD also on computer whenever   the accident switches are pressed 

which are placed on the wall of vehicle.  

 MQ-3 Gas Sensor 

MQ-3 gas sensor has high sensitivity to Alcohol, and has good resistance to disturb of gasoline, smoke and vapor. The sensor 

could be used to detect alcohol with different  

Concentration; it is with   low cost and suitable for different application. Also it has Long life and low  
Cost and simple drive circuit. 

 Application 

- Vehicle alcohol detector 

- Portable alcohol detector 
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 Software overview 

The software select ion i s  the  backbone of the en t i re  project. Software development includes programs written   for the   

interfacing of the Microco ntro l le r  with LCD d i sp lay , keyboard, ADC, Auto-dialing circuit and the mobile interface. The 

codes written for the microcontroller are best explained with the help of the flow charts included in this chapter. 

1) Having   had a look at the software and hardware fundamentals of the system, the next step is to understand the software 

programming incorporated in the microcontroller to achieve the given task. While performing its calculations and control, 

the microcontroller need to be human friendly both in terms of data input and display. 

2) The software has been written in structured manner in which all the subroutines are linked to a single main program. Each 

subroutine is further divided into sub-sub routine as perthe requirement. 

3) When complete PCB with assembling is finished it comes to software where both assembly and c language is used. Arm 

controller is programmed for performing   various operations. Whole coding is divided into different modules.  The main 

codeconsists o f    initialization o f  a l l  p o r t s .  Then i n  s u b  modules LCD initialization, ADC initialization, writing into 

the memory and reading the memory is done. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 GPS Receiver 

The GPS smart receiver features the 16 channels, Ultra low power GPS architecture. This complete enabled GPS receiver 

provides high position, velocity and time accuracy performances as well as high sensitivity and tracking capabilities. Thanks 

to the ultra- low power CMOS technology, the GPS receiver is ideal  f o r  many portable applications such as PDA, Tablet PC, 

smart phone etc. 

 Application 

- Auto motive 

- Personal/Portable Navigation (PDA) 

- Geographic Surveying 

- Sports and Recreation 

 Benefits to User 

- Ultra-low power consumption 

- Easy and fast to install 

- Superior urban canyon performance 

- Low cost with high performance 

 GSM Modem 

GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is the technology that underpins most  the world's mobile phone networks. 

The GSM platform is a hugely successful wireless technology and an unprecedented story of global achievement and 

cooperation. GSM has become the world's fastest growing communications technology of all time and the leading global mobile 

standard, spanning 218 countries. GSM is an open, digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice and data 

services. GSM operates in the 900MHz and 1.8GHz bands GSM supports data transfer speeds of up to 9.6 kbps, allowing the 

transmission of basic data services such as SMS 

 Benefits of Sensor 

We continuously scan for various parameters of car, such as fuel, engine temperature, alcohol sensors, as soon as   impact id 

is detected more impact related sensors comes in pictures.  The µC stores all this data in the internal memory.If the driver is 

found to have alcohol in the breath,  it warns  and  then  turns  the  ignition  off  (if  µC  is  set  with threshold values is set. 

Also applicable to other   sensors too) and hence possibility of accident is   avoided.     

If accident happened by using impact sensors we are able to found out on which side the impact  occurred. After collecting all 

information which is stored in internal memory, µC send this data to base or surveillance unit via SMS using   GSM modem. 

On  the  base  side  we  receive  the  data  such  as sensor like engine temperature, heartbeat ,gas,   alcohol  level, impact  etc.  and  

also  the  GPS  co-ordinates  on  the  online Google maps. 
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IV. DEFENSIVE DRIVE SYSTEM SIMULATION RESULT (PROPOSED SYSTEM) 

 
Fig. 4: GPS-ISIS Professional animating 

 Working Steps 

- Write and compile programmed in MPLAB IDE. 

- Start PIC Simulator IDE.Click on Options\Select Microcontroller. 

- Select 'PIC18F877A' and click on Select button. 

- Click on File\Load Program. 

- Select project.hex file and click on Open. That will load the program into PIC program memory. 

- Click on Tools\LCD Displays Panel. That will open the window with 1 LCD Display. 

- Click on Setup button to configure the PORT PINS. 

- Click on Tools\Microcontroller View. That will open the Microcontroller View window. 

- Select the Rate\Extremely Fast simulation rate. 

- Click on Simulation\Start. The simulation will start immediately 

- The simulation can be stopped any time by clicking on Simulation\Stop. 
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Fig. 4.1: Google map for API vehicle notification 

V. CONCLUSION 

It is due to the driver’s fatigue, traffic accidents keep with a yearly increasing of a high rate. It is due to the driver’s fatigue, 

traffic accidents keep with a yearly increasing of a high rate. This paper shows the new fatigue detection algorithms & 

techniques using alcohol, accidents, gas, engine temperature and heartbeat of driver etc. In this technique the fatigue will be 

detect Fed immediately and regular traps the events driver and third party. Through research presented in this paper, we 

propose an intelligent car system for accident prevention and making the world a much better and safe place to live. 

 
Fig. 5: The System Developed 
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